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the report uses the topnchartquerydefinition to create a bar chart that shows the number of end users that access the companys data. the querydef class is used to set up the charting options. the query uses the topnchartingquerydefinition to set up the bar chart options. the query
uses the topnchartingquery to set up the end users data. the next report is a simple dashboard that shows the end users access to the companys data. it uses the topnchartingquery to create a line chart that shows the end users. the chart uses the topnchartquerydefinition to set up

the charting options. to import the account structure into excel, we need to navigate to the administration/setup/objects/forms directory and open the form. then, open the xml data section. we need to download a separate.xml file for each form. once we have the xml file downloaded,
we will use a little powershell to import the data. we will import the data into excel by simply importing the.xml file as an external file. once we add the xml file, we will see it under data→→xml data in the excel ribbon. we can then edit the file as needed. i downloaded the file here:

ax2012accountstructurexml.xml to import the account structure into excel, we need to navigate to the administration/setup/objects/forms directory and open the form. then, open the xml data section. we need to download a separate.xml file for each form. once we have the xml file
downloaded, we will use a little powershell to import the data. we will import the data into excel by simply importing the.xml file as an external file. once we add the xml file, we will see it under data→→xml data in the excel ribbon. we can then edit the file as needed.
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i have installed the latest cu11 (build 15.2.4.201207101) and was trying to load the demo data using the cu9 vm (build 15.20120928). first i had to reset the database to a new clean state (not recommended) and then the cu9 vm could load the demo data. but it did not load the
physical tables like main account, financial dimensions, or any other that i created. it did not even create them. i also tried loading the demo data using the “connect to the servers db in management studio” command. the connection was successful (verified by connecting to the
management studio using the same credentials) but all the tables i created were not loaded. i also tried to connect to the sql server 2012 database and the tables were loaded. this was not the case when i connected to the sql server 2014 database. i did not find a solution that

worked. you need a list on the left side of the form, and a dropdown on the right side of the form. the list needs to be called “formdegree”, and the dropdown needs to be named “degreelist”. the purpose of the list is to allow the users to select from a set of categories of data. each
time a user selects a category from the list, the excel will be triggered to populate its data. we will use the excel services ribbon for this. the ribbon is shown in the below image. next, we need to create the excel services service. i will be using excel services 2010. as shown in the

image below, we need to select excel services 2010 and click next. we then need to name the service “axdemo”. we then need to click on the “change” button. you need to change the database from “dataset1” to “dataset2”. you can do so by clicking on the dropdown on the right
side of the “connection” section of the “general” tab. this will open up the “add connection” dialog, and you need to select “dataset2”. click on the ok button. 5ec8ef588b
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